SKINCARE

Botanical
Effects

Let’s Get started

A simple regimen personalized to your skin type to bring out its healthy radiance.
Plus, the packaging is gentle on the planet!

STEP ONE: CLEANSE

Apply the cleanser to a wet face and neck. Remove with a warm wet cloth.

STEP TWO: MICRODERMABRASION

With your face still wet, apply the REFINE step to half of your face. Massage it
gently for 1 minute and rinse. Pat dry.
Follow with the PORE MINIMIZER on the same side of the face. By only doing
half your face you will be able to compare & see results.

STEP THREE: MASK

Draw an imaginary line down the center of your face & apply the mask to just
one side of your face, avoiding the eye and mouth area. We’ll call this your
“pampered side.” This will allow you to see & feel the difference in the two sides.
Leave on for 10 minutes, remove with warm water & a facial cloth.

STEP FOUR: FRESHEN

Follow with the freshener on the same side of your face, avoiding the eye and
mouth. By doing half of your face, you can compare & see results.

STEP FIVE: HYDRATE

Now apply the hydrate step to the whole face & neck, using upward strokes.

BENEFITS
9 out of 10 women
said after using Botanical
Effects skin care in an
independent study:
88% said it leaves skin
feeling nourished.
86% said it revitalizes skin.
83% said it enhances
skin’s natural beauty.
80% said it leaves skin
looking radiant.
Consultant Name
313.235.4768
consultant@marykay.com
SHOP ONLINE at
marykay.com/consultantname
Enjoy 15% off when you
purchase the full size set!
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